SIGNATURE RITUALS
THE ULTIMATE HIBISCUS SPIRIT
170 MINS | $425
Surrender yourself to the ultimate Hibiscus spa experience, an
exotic and unforgettable celebration of the captivating Balinese
Champaca blossom. This tropical journey combines deeply
therapeutic treatments with a vibration designed to reconnect
mind, body & soul throughout this ultimate top to toe journey.
Key Spirit Elements: | salt scrub | mud wrap | vichy shower |
head & body massage | hands | feet | facial |
THE WILD HIBISCUS BLOOM
80 MINS + | $250
Unwind, connect and celebrate as you rediscover your true self.
Refreshed all over after a full body exfoliation, you will drift away
during a light rain massage; the water washing away your cares.
Refresh your natural beauty as the mini facial revitalises and
regenerates; then surrender to a rhythmic massage. Enjoy a
complimentary Hibiscus infused mini bottle of bubbles or our
house specialty Hibiscus Iced Tea and chill out beside our tropical
pool oasis. Celebrate your energy – emotions and soul refreshed.
Key Bloom Elements: | salt scrub | vichy shower | full body
massage | facial | sparkling wine or Hibiscus Tea
& resort pool access |
THE HIBISCUS BLOSSOM
110 MINS + | $310
Combining the Hibiscus Bliss Facial with a 60 minute massage
from our menu to nourish your skin while eliminating toxins.
THE HIBISCUS PETITE BLOSSOM
80 MINS + | $220
Combining the Petite Bliss Facial with a 60 minute tailored
massage from our menu for a refreshed you.
HIBISCUS BLISS FACIAL
50 MINS | $160
A deep purification facial treatment designed to nourish and
hydrate. Perfect for dehydrated, congested or sensitive skin types,
we include a pressure point facial massage & nourishing scalp
massage with our hydrating hair mask.

TROPICAL JOURNEYS
THE RAINFOREST RETREAT

110 MINS | $295

| Saltscrub | mudwrap | vichy shower |
| head & body massage |
Nourish with this full body rejuvenation experience. Cleanse,
energise & exfoliate then calm & revitalise the spirit cocooned in
warm mud or oil whilst you submit to a Scalp Massage. Follow all
this with our exquisite 'rain therapy' then surrender your body &
soul to the rhythms of a full body tailored massage.
THE MANGROVE MELODY

50 MINS | $160

| Saltscrub | mudwrap | vichy shower |
Cleanse, energise & exfoliate then calm & revitalise the spirit
cocooned in warm mud or oil whilst you submit to a Scalp Massage.
Follow all this with our exquisite 'rain therapy'.
THE BLOOMFIELD FALLS

80 MINS | $200

| Saltscrub | vichy shower | body massage |
The song of running water on skin is an invigorating salt exfoliation
& refreshing Vichy shower, complimented by a regenerating
massage.
THE REEF REVIVAL

80 MINS | $240

| hands | feet | face | head |
Stimulate your senses with a rejuvenating extremities treatment
which incorporate the Little Hands & Footprint, Petite Bliss facial
treatments & scalp massage with hair mask. A fantastic journey to
total relaxation.
THE CAPE YORK – MAN COUNTRY

50 MINS | $160

Buff &Polish: | saltscrub | shower| hotrock massage |
Invigorating desert salt scrub, refreshing shower to wash away
stress before succumbing to deep relaxation of a tailored massage
with powerful heated river stones.

CIRCULATION

OUR SHARED EXPERIENCE

STONE THERAPY MASSAGE

55 MINS | $180
85 MINS | $210
Hand carved ancient primordial heated rocks are applied to
pressure points & using rhythmic movements your therapist
performs a full body massage enhancing the mind and realigning
energy flow with your choice of oil to rejuvenate, harmonise or
detoxify.
HIBISCUS MASSAGE

55 MINS | $160
85 MINS | $190
A tailored massage especially designed for your state of mind &
well-being. After a thorough consultation, your therapist will
design a massage treatment to best suit your needs to ensure total
rejuvenation and regeneration to enhance your mind, body & spirit
using pressure of your choice and a variety of therapeutic
techniques to relax, pamper, refresh or revive.
HIBISCUS BABY BUD MASSAGE
50 MINS | $150
A specially nurturing massage from our experienced anti natal
therapist available post 1st trimester for blooming mums to be.

Not sure what is the right combo for you or you are an impromptu
free spirit ? Allow one of therapists to guide you through the menu
and find the experience to achieve your goals and create an
everlasting memory of your time spent in our company. Simply
book for the amount of time you wish to set aside to treat yourself
and we will take it from there
HIBISCUS SPIRIT

60 MINS | $180
90 MINS | $270

120 MINS | $360

THE HIBISCUS DIVINE DUO

140 MINS | $630 FOR 2

A spa experience that you can share together in our stunning
Temple room. Relax with a salt scrub, warm mud wrap & head
massage & surrender to a Vichy shower and your individually
tailored massage.
Then feel total harmony as you both relax in a spa bath for two
OR beside our tropical pools. Be transported to another time &
place before returning. balanced, re-energised & rejuvenated
experiencing the joy of sparkling wine or Hibiscus Tea with your
friend, family or partner.
Key Divine Elements: |salt scrub | mud wrap | vichyshower |head
& full body massage | spa for 2 or resort pool access|
THE HIBISCUS PURE PAIR

80 MINS | $420 FOR 2

Shared joy is a double joy for partners, friends, and family. Our
Sympatico journey is a deep clean for the mind, body and soul. A
treatment designed to revitalise & detoxify. Begin with an
exfoliation followed by an invigorating plunge in our private
waterhole. Increase circulation & further enhance the
detoxification process with a tension relieving full body massage
Key Pure Elements: |salt scrub | plunge pool | massage

SENSORY IMMERSION ADD ONS
AVA I L A B L E W I T H A N Y OT H E R T R E AT M E N T

HIBISCUS 4 MILE FOOTPRINT
30 MINS | $95
A revitalising treat for the feet. You will enjoy a warm foot soak
whilst you surrender to the aroma of tailored essential oils &
exfoliating salts. A stimulating foot mask will help ease tension
from busy, tired feet, followed by a soothing foot massage.
HIBISCUS HEAD & HAIR HEALING
30 MINS | $95
Float away to another dimension when you surrender to the
ancient head massage techniques. Incorporating a pressure point
facial massage with our hair mask to rejuvenate and nourish the
scalp & hair follicles
HIBISCUS PETITE BLISS FACIAL
30 MINS | $95
A facial designed to refresh, revitalise & regenerate your skin using
all native botanicals. Perfect accompaniment to our body
treatments and massages.

